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Introduction
Early in this quarter, the FortiGuard MDR team analyzed patterns in post-
exploitation activity associated with MS SQL compromises within FortiEDR 
platforms. The campaign the MDR team observed is related to the GuardMiner. 
GuardMiner is a cross-platform mining Trojan, which has been active since June 
2020, and developed to target machines running Windows or Linux operating 
systems. At its core, GuardMiner is a variant of xmrig used to “mine” Monero 
(cryptocurrency) on compromised hosts with additional tools used to maintain the 
xmrig instance and spread to other endpoints (external). This mining Trojan can 
remove other competing mining programs/malware present on the victim system 
to take complete control of the victim machine. Additionally, it is built with botnet 
features to scan the external network and propagate itself using vulnerabilities 
and weak passwords. In this article, we will detail the various stages of the 
infection life cycle, post-exploitation activities, and as well mitigation strategies.

Industries Targeted

It targets publicly exposed enterprise and government servers to gain an initial foothold.

GuardMiner Infection Life Cycle

Affected Platforms
Systems running Windows and 
Linux operating systems

Threat Type
Coin Miner, Trojan

Impacted Users
Windows users, Linux users
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consuming system resources)

Severity
Critical
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The observed intrusion chain for GuardMiner within FortiEDR platforms is outlined below:

nn The threat actors operating GuardMiner are known to exploit vulnerabilities found in MS SQL Server Framework to attempt 
code execution and gain an initial foothold on the victim machine. The vulnerabilities exploited were found affecting xcmd_
shell (a SQL Server configuration option) and sp_OACreate (SQL Server object) of the SQL Server framework, leading to code 
execution and privilege escalation. 

nn After exploitation, the threat actor leverages sqlsvcact, a service account for SQL instances, to run a PowerShell command. 
This command intends to download init.ps1, a PowerShell script that acts as a dropper to download all the modules of 
GuardMiner and execute its Windows variant on the victim system. 

nn Once GuardMiner is installed on a compromised host, it drops the Monero mining process in the Temp folder and attempts 
to access system services and modify system configuration. It further executes all its modules, including batch scripts, scan 
modules, and begins mining Monero. 

nn GuardMiner uses a batch script known as a kill module to terminate any other cryptomining software it detects on the 
compromised host. It also constantly runs its Watchdog module to keep its mining software running. GuardMiner also 
downloads a custom executable to target other endpoints in the external network by performing vulnerability scanning. It 
downloads a global list in a text format from the attacker-controlled server, containing IP addresses to scan and target for 
further propagation.

Initial Access

The attack vector of GuardMiner is via exploiting vulnerabilities in public-facing web servers, i.e., Redis, Drupal, Hadoop, 
Spring, ThinkPHP, WebLogic, SQL Server, and Elasticsearch. This miner also attempts to exploit server components and 
services with weak passwords. It is speculated that the threat actors behind this miner operation recruited a team to 
attack their targets. The threat actor operating GuardMiner compromised MS SQL credentials to access xp_commandshell 
functionality on affected servers. Upon successfully exploiting, GuardMiner executes malicious, obfuscated PowerShell 
scripts the init.ps1 to download further Monero miner payload and other files from its malicious server.

Execution (PowerShell)

After gaining initial access, the threat actor delivered a PowerShell script init.ps1 and executed it on the victim machine.

Figure 1: Command-line arguments collected using FortiEDR related to GuardMiner post-exploitation activity.

Figure 2: Decoded PowerShell command from Figure 1.

The above base64 encoded PowerShell command decodes to:
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The init.ps1 script is the dropper for all six main components of the GuardMiner infection:

Component Name Type Description

Miner Executable Xmrig Monero mining software.

Miner Config JSON Config file used to configure xmrig. Includes details of mining pools and 
wallet for fund storage.

Scan Executable Unique tool used by GuardMiner. Used to identify vulnerable hosts and 
spread infection (worm).

Payload Script (PowerShell) Same as init.ps1. This script is transferred to vulnerable hosts following the 
discovery by the scanner.

Watchdog Executable Executable used to ensure miner stays running.

Kill Module Script (Batch) The script runs to remove other cryptominers on the compromised host.

The PowerShell commands in Figure 2 show the Uniform Resource Locators (URLs) where various adversary implants are 
staged and the location where they will be written on successful execution of the init script. At the time of writing, these staging 
locations were still operational. The init.ps1 file is further explored below in Figures 3, 4, and 5.

Figure 3: Part 1 of the init.ps1 script. This section depicts initialization of script variables.

The Update function depicted in Figure 4 is used to update each of the components of GuardMiner. The $<component>_size 
variable appears to be used to check the version of software. This means on reinfection, the script will update any existing 
implants as required if the file size does not match the most recent version. In the init script, the update function is called for 
each GuardMiner component.
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Figure 4: Part 2 of init.ps1 script. This section shows the Update function used to download and update each component.

Figure 5 shows the final section of the init script. In this section, we can see that a copy of the update.ps1 file is made 
using xcopy, and the copy is registered as a scheduled task called “Update service for Windows Service,” scheduled to run 
every 30 minutes. Following registering of the update scheduled task, the init script starts the miner (sysupdate.exe), the 
scanner (networkservice.exe), and the watchdog (sysguard.exe) before executing the batch script used to remove other 
mining software.
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Figure 5: Part 3 of the init.ps1 script. Contains main execution code for script.

Resource Hijacking 

GuardMiner deployed the Monero mining tool. The mining software utilizes CPU resources to mine cryptocurrencies, such as 
Monero (XMR). Cryptomining is CPU-intensive, resulting in significant degradation of endpoint performance.

The three groups of mining pools and wallets used for mining are as follows:

”url”: “xmr.f2pool[.]com:13531”

“user”: “43zqYTWj1JG1H1idZFQWwJZLTos3hbJ5iR3tJpEtwEi43UBbzPeaQxCRysdjYTtdc8aHao7csiWa5BTP9PfNYzyfSbbrwoR.1007”

“url”: “xmr-eu2.nanopool[.]org:14444”

“user”: “43zqYTWj1JG1H1idZFQWwJZLTos3hbJ5iR3tJpEtwEi43UBbzPeaQxCRysdjYTtdc8aHao7csiWa5BTP9PfNYzyfSbbrwoR.1007”

“url”: “randomxmonero.hk.nicehash[.]com:3380”

“user”: “3HVQkSGfvyyQ8ACpShBhegoKGLuTCMCiAr.1007”
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Persistence

Scheduled tasks created by the GuardMiner persistence script run every 30 minutes:

SchTasks.exe /Create /SC MINUTE /TN “Update service for Windows Service” /TR “PowerShell.exe -ExecutionPolicy bypass -windowstyle hidden -File $HOME\update.ps1” /MO 30 /F

SchTasks.exe /Create /SC MINUTE /TN “Update service for Windows Service” /TR “PowerShell.exe -ExecutionPolicy bypass -windowstyle hidden -File $HOME\newdat.ps1” /MO 30 /F

GuardMiner executes all its components/modules on the target system to perform activities, including running Monero mining 
process, scanning external network for vulnerable machines, executing persistence script, establishing a mining daemon, and 
running a batch script to kill other mining programs detected on the infected system.

Using unique strings from the init.ps1, we identified similar files submitted to VirusTotal. All identified IOCs are provided in the 
IOC section of this report.

Detecting and Mitigating GuardMiner With FortiEDR
PowerShell Script Execution

In the below event, FortiEDR’s exfiltration-prevention policy detected and mitigated the execution of the various components 
of the PowerShell script init.ps1. 

Figure 6: FortiEDR effectively blocked sysupdate (xmrig) from registering a service.

Figure 7: networkservice.exe process attempting to download the target list (ips_cn.txt).

Network Scanning 

Another post-exploitation activity observed was the attempted use of netservices.exe tool, which is used to identify and 
exploit vulnerable servers to spread GuardMiner. The more infected machines they can get mining for them, the more money 
they can make.

The networkservice.exe file is a type of worm used to propagate GuardMiner to other endpoints from a compromised 
environment. Upon execution, the networkservice executable retrieves a list of target endpoints from http[:]//de[.]gsearch[.]
com[.]de/api/ips_cn.txt. The ips_cn.txt file contains a set of IP ranges represented as integers.

Once downloaded, the networkservice tool scans hosts in the ips_cn.txt file for vulnerabilities that can be exploited by one of 
the 33 internal exploit functions.

The FortiEDR’s execution-prevention policies detected the malicious PowerShell script and prevented it from establishing a 
network connection, as seen in the following event:
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Figure 8: Graph view of post-exploitation activity (networkservice.exe) attempting to scan endpoints for lateral movement.

Figure 9: Actor attempting to create a new local user account called “sqlbackup.”

Figure 10: Command-line arguments for process chain outlined in Figure 9.

Figure 11: Actor attempting to access WMI service.

Create Account: Local Account

Additional post-exploitation behavior detected and mitigated by FortiEDR includes the actor attempting to create new local 
admin accounts “sqlbackup” and “sqlbackup2” to maintain persistence. The event graph is shown below:

WMI Access

PowerShell script init.ps1 runs the mining daemon phpguard.exe from temp directory, which spawns a cmd.exe to run a batch 
file. This batch file attempts to access Windows Management Instrumentation (WMI) service by running the command “wmic.
exe process where name=‘phpupdate.exe’ get processid, commandline.” This command fetches the process identifier of the 
mining process “phpupdate.exe.”

FortiEDR detected and prevented the WMI access, as seen in the event graph below:
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Figure 12: Command-line arguments for process chain outlined in Figure 11.

Threat Intelligence Information [45.9.148.37]

The malware-hosting website that delivered the initial PowerShell payload init.ps1 has been active since 2020, with the most 
activity in the second quarter of 2021, as shown below. The IP address is traced back to Nice IT Services Group Inc., in Dominica. 
Additionally, the adversary appears to have targeted Italy, given that most visits to this website come from that country.
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Threat Hunting

The below threat-hunting telemetry shows the GuardMiner Trojan’s network scan module “networkmanager.exe,” attempting to 
scan the external network for vulnerable servers and services. The top-five remote IP addresses scanned by the GuardMiner 
process are given below:

Figure 13: Network scan attempt by scan module of GuardMiner. 

Figure 14: Usage of persistence script executed by GuardMiner.

The below screenshot shows a persistence script newdat.ps1 created by a scheduled task xcopy.exe to run every 30 minutes.

Conclusion

This article describes how GuardMiner gained initial access by exploiting a server vulnerability, launching mining scripts to 
mine cryptocurrency, and targeting other vulnerable servers in order to spread the Trojan. All the infected devices in the botnet 
receive commands from the C2 server (botmaster), and mine cryptocurrency for the attacker while the device owner is unaware 
the machine is infected and controlled by the botmaster. FortiEDR’s advanced real-time protection detected and blocked all of 
the GuardMiner activities, including malicious PowerShell script execution, external network scanning, user account creation, 
scheduled task creation, and lateral movement.

MITRE ATT&CK

The following is a summary of the MITRE techniques observed and the mitigation strategies recommended:

TA0043: Reconnaissance

Technique ID Technique Description Observed Activity

T1595 Active scanning: 
vulnerability scanning

This GuardMiner malware is built with botnet features to propagate itself 
using vulnerabilities and weak passwords. In order to propagate, it actively 
scans for publicly exposed vulnerable web servers and web services.

Mitigation Monitor for suspicious network traffic that could be indicative of scanning, such as large quantities 
originating from a single source associated with an adversary/botnet.

Fortinet Security Fabric Controls: FortiWeb and FortiGate IPS
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TA0001: Initial Access

Technique ID Technique Description Observed Activity

T1190 Exploit public-facing 
application

Threat actors used the weakness in the web servers and related services 
(Redis, Drupal, Hadoop, Spring, ThinkPHP, WebLogic, SQL Server, and 
Elasticsearch) to gain initial access on the target system. 

Mitigation Deploy a web application firewall to prevent exploit traffic from reaching the application.

Scan web applications for common web vulnerabilities. Fix or patch vulnerabilities that are discovered 
through scanning and through public disclosure.

Monitor application logs for abnormal behavior that may indicate attempted or successful exploitation. 

Fortinet Security Fabric Controls: FortiWeb, FortiPenTest and FortiGate IPS

Technique ID Technique Description Observed Activity

T1110.001 Brute force The threat actors used the brute-force technique to gain access to web 
server set with weak passwords.

Mitigation Review password policies to ensure they comply with the latest NIST guidelines and discourage 
the use of passwords that are easy to guess.

Use multi-factor authentication. Where possible, also enable multi-factor authentication on 
externally facing services.

Monitor authentication logs to see if the number of authentication failures is high; a brute-force 
attempt to obtain access to a system may be underway.

Fortinet Security Fabric Controls: FortiWeb, FortiAnalyzer, FortiAuthenticator, FortiSIEM, FortiGate

TA0002: Execution 

Technique ID Technique Description Observed Activity

T1059 Command and scripting 
interpreter: PowerShell

The threat actor used PowerShell script (init.ps1) to download and execute 
Monero mining tool. It also scans external network for vulnerable targets, 
executes persistence script, and runs a batch script to kill other mining 
programs detected on the infected system.

Mitigation If PowerShell is not used in an environment, then simply looking for PowerShell execution may detect 
malicious activity.

Look for PowerShell making external connections—this is another indicator of malicious activity. While 
there can be some administrative actions that perform this behavior, these should be whitelisted 
through a suitable EDR, such as FortiEDR. 

Turn on PowerShell logging to get a better understanding of what happens during execution. For more 
information: Defenses Against PowerShell Attacks

Fortinet Security Fabric Controls: FortiEDR, FortiSandbox and FortiSIEM

https://www.fortinet.com/blog/threat-research/offense-and-defense-a-tale-of-two-sides-powershell
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Technique ID Technique Description Observed Activity

T1047 Windows Management 
Instrumentation (WMI)

The threat actor abused WMI service to interact with local systems.

Mitigation Monitor network traffic for WMI connections; the use of WMI in environments that do not typically use 
WMI may be suspect.

Fortinet Security Fabric Controls: FortiEDR, FortiSandbox and FortiSIEM

TA0003: Persistence

TA0002: Execution (contd.)

Technique ID Technique Description Observed Activity

T1136 Create account: 
local account 

PowerShell script init.ps1 runs a temp file called “phpguard.exe” from temp 
directory, which spawns a cmd to run a batch file “JF<random number>.
bat.” This batch file calls second PowerShell script newdat.ps1, which runs 
a new batch script, clean.bat. When clean.bat is executed, it creates a new 
user, sqlbackup, with password P@ssword098 using net.exe.

Mitigation Use multi-factor authentication for user and privileged accounts.

Audit domain and local system accounts on a regular basis to look for suspicious accounts that may 
have been created and/or modified by an adversary.

Monitor for processes and command-line parameters associated with account creation, such as net 
user or useradd using EDR v5 threat hunting. 

Monitor event logs: Event ID 4720 is generated when a user account is created on a Windows system 
and domain controller.

Fortinet Security Fabric Controls: FortiEDR, FortiSandbox and FortiSIEM

Technique ID Technique Description Observed Activity

T1053.005 Scheduled task/job: 
scheduled task

The threat actor created a scheduled task named “Update service for 
Windows Service” to run every 30 minutes to maintain persistence.

Mitigation Monitor event logging for scheduled task creation and changes (turn on the setting “Microsoft-
Windows-TaskScheduler/Operational” within the event logging service).

Audit toolkits like PowerSploit that can be used to probe systems for weaknesses in scheduled tasks 
that could be used to escalate privileges.

Monitor scheduled task creation using EDR v5 threat-hunting feature. 

Fortinet Security Fabric Controls: FortiSandbox, FortiSIEM and FortiEDR
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File Hash File Names

9D3C596599FA2073221FEABA3DA0F2F75C43EF7B phpguard.exe

1F2A72B31DD6FB0783DEE8BC62F2E6B654654603 phpupdate.exe

CE5A7B5FBF38A170B9BEC1EB096C9D2738BD51D0 networkmanager.exe

File Hash File Names

de[.]gengine[.]com.de 45.9.148[.]37

global[.]bitmex[.]com.de 185.247.117[.]64

de[.]gsearch[.]com.de 103.125.218[.]107

www[.]naosbio[.]com 93.115.23[.]117

us[.]gsearch[.]com.de 146.71.79[.]230

178.157.91[.]26

45.137.151[.]106

185.181.10[.]234

IOCs

Technique ID Technique Description Observed Activity

T1496 Resource hijacking After successful exploitation and PowerShell script execution, the Trojan 
delivered the Monero mining process. It utilized CPU resources for 
cryptocurrency mining, and also kills off processes for competing malware 
to ensure it’s not competing for resources. 

Mitigation Monitor process resource usage to determine anomalous activity associated with malicious hijacking of CPU.

Monitor for suspicious use of network resources associated with cryptocurrency-mining software.

Fortinet Security Fabric Controls: FortiSIEM

TA0040: Impact




